
"Birth of Jesus Foretold" 

Luke 1:26-38 

 

The details of the conception and birth of Jesus are recorded for us only in the gospels of 

Matthew and Luke, yet the virgin birth of Jesus is a fundamental doctrine of Christian theology. 

 

Today’s passage is traditionally called the “Annunciation of Mary”. We can see this passage as a 

series of proclamations from Gabriel (the messenger/angel of God) and the responses of Mary 

(the mother of Jesus) to these proclamations. 

 

The encounter between Gabriel and Mary can basically be divided into six movements:  

 

1. Gabriel’s Appearing (26-28) 

 

The time, place, and audience of Gabriel’s appearing are each significant. This encounter occurs 

six months into Elizabeth’s pregnancy – tying this miraculous conception with Elizabeth’s own 

and tying Mary and Elizabeth’s children (Jesus and John the Baptist) together narratively. The 

event happens in Nazareth, a town in Galilee, which would be an insignificant and unexpected 

location to have such a holy happening occur. The angel Gabriel appears to Mary, a virgin, who 

is described by Gabriel as “highly favored” and one about whom it is said “the Lord is with” her. 

Still, there seems to be nothing particularly spectacular about Mary. She is very much a human, a 

willing servant of the Lord, but not obviously uniquely qualified for such an important role. 

Mary was not yet married but was betrothed – a status more serious than our modern 

engagement, but nonetheless a step away from marriage, and certainly not at the point for the 

relationship to yet be consummated. She is betrothed to Joseph, a descendant of King David 

(significant because this genealogically ties Jesus to a theological/political figure important for 

fulfilling Messianic prophecies). 

 

 

2. Mary’s Reaction (29) 

 

Mary is terrified – greatly troubled – when she encounters Gabriel. 

 

 

3. Gabriel’s Annunciation (30-33) 

 

Gabriel tells Mary not to be afraid. He informs her she has found favor with God and will 

conceive and give birth to a son. The son will be called Jesus, which means “The Lord Saves”. 

He will be called the Son of the Most High (Son of God – divine). He will inherit the throne of 

David and reign over Israel forever with a never-ending kingdom (Son of Man – human). 

 

 

4. Mary’s Response (34) 

 

Mary asks an obvious question about how she will conceive when she is a virgin. 

 



5. Gabriel’s Explanation (35-37) 

 

Gabriel explains that God via Holy Spirit will miraculously “overshadow” Mary, so that her son 

will be a holy one – the Son of God. Gabriel reminds Mary God has done another impossible 

thing even in her relative Elizabeth by allowing her to conceive; no word from God will ever fail. 

 

 

6. Mary’s Commitment (38) 

 

Mary responds to this incredible news shared with her by proclaiming that she is the Lord’s 

servant/slave and asks that the word to her be fulfilled, and then Gabriel leaves. 

 

 

 

(At least) two big ideas emerge from this encounter between Mary and Gabriel: 

1. Jesus is fully human even as Jesus is fully divine. 

2. God uses ordinary, faithful people to do extraordinary things.  

 

 

 

Potential Discussion Questions: 

 

1. In what ways does the virgin birth narrative shared with us in Luke’s gospel account 

shape your understanding of who Jesus is? How might our understanding of Jesus’ 

identity be different if Luke (and Matthew) had not included their birth narratives? 

 

2. In Christian history, many heresies have arisen when groups have removed/diminished 

Jesus’ divinity (i.e. - Arianism) or removed/diminished Jesus’ humanity (i.e. - Docetism). 

Do you find it more difficult to fully embrace Jesus’ divinity or Jesus’ humanity?  

Why is it important that we fully embrace both? 

 

3. If “God uses ordinary faithful people to do extraordinary things”, what steps of 

faithfulness might God be calling you to take? How could you show yourself to be a 

committed “servant of the Lord” in your life right now? 

 

 

 


